
As your constituents go about their daily tasks such as managing 
appointments, banking, arranging transportation/travel or grocery 
shopping, they have come to expect a certain degree of technological 
empowerment. Not surprisingly, this is also the case in their dealings 
with the Court and that is why public facing “contactless” applications 
are the future of Court technology.

Supporting these activities can be an arduous effort that creates 
a huge burden on Court staff. Legacy systems, coupled with 
inefficient processes, require unnecessary work for staff that 
includes manual juror qualification and check-in/out, researching 
and replying to information requests, document management, 
accepting and processing case filings, and issuing and receiving 
payments. 

Clearview Justice Portal (CJP) is a functionally 
comprehensive and modern suite of public-facing 
applications and information access for Courts of all 
sizes. Clearview Justice Portal enables Courts to provide 
a public-facing experience for jurors while having a 
single point of entry and access to document and case 
information.

ENHANCED CONSTITUENT EXPERIENCES 
AND APPLICATION INTEGRATION 
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Clearview Justice Portal 

Juror Qualification  
& Information Gathering

Juror Attendance 
& Payment

EXTENSIBLE PLATFORM 

Through public-facing mobile enabled applications and document and case management access, CJP offers 
each of these features through separate plug-ins that fit your jurisdictional needs:

Electronic 
Filling

Digital Document Access  
& Subscriptions 

Case/Records Access  
& Subscriptions



From the Experts Trusted by Jurisdictions Nationwide 

When state and local governments need support, they turn to Avenu. We support mission-critical 
government operations with revenue enhancement programs and administration software that’s backed  
by public sector expertise, making it easy to serve citizens reliably, efficiently, and securely.

Ready to see how Avenu can support you? Request more information at succeed@avenuinsights.com.

JUROR QUALIFICATION & 
INFORMATION GATHERING

JUROR ATTENDANCE 
AND PAYMENT

Create and distribute site-defined juror 
questionnaires to prospective jurors that can be 
accessed via desktop, mobile, or tablet. Through 
a step by step modern user interface, prospective 
jurors can seamlessly submit questionnaires, 
request service postponements and deferrals, 
enter biographical information, and upload 
documentation for court review all at their 
own convenience through the save and return/
complete feature. 

CJP is fully integrated into the Clearview Jury 
management system, and updates are done in 
real time.

As Courts continue to transition from being custodians of paper files to online publishers of information, the 
essential questions are: what records are accessible, to whom and how?  Clearview Justice Portal streamlines 
the constituent experience through public facing applications while providing instant information access for 
Court Administrative Offices. 

Through CJP’s unique web response 
system, jurors will have access to 
“contactless” attendance processing 
that eliminates lines and reduces day-of 
inefficiencies. CJP provides versatility for 
individual courts with geo-enabled “Do-It-
Yourself” capabilities that include day-
before reminder, day-of informational text/
email instructions, proximity-based check-
in/ check-out processing from mobile 
device, and extended payment options. 

Automatically track a juror’s scheduled 
appearance date and receive automated 
alerts when a prospective juror checks in.

CASE/RECORDS ACCESS & 
SUBSCRIPTIONS

DIGITAL DOCUMENT 
ACCESS

Both ad hoc and subscription-based access to 
Court and Clerks Office records is provided by this 
plug-in, enabling litigants, attorneys, businesses, 
etc. to view publicly available records without 
visiting the courthouse and unaided by Court 
personnel. 

Save time and reduce cost by providing access to 
all related case activities, schedules, participants, 
orders, and judgments through an interactive web 
portal. Easily search on key words and filter based 
on individual name, company name, or case ID to 
easily find information related to a specific case.

Easily display document images and provide 
direct, rapid, and easy access to official court 
information through CJPs digital document 
access module. 

Through a single point of entry, constituents 
and other related stakeholders can digitally 
retrieve and access all related images that 
have been published by the court through 
a search-based interface. Document 
subscriptions enable push notifications  
to be sent directly to the end user. 

End-to-End Administration & Information Access
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